Abstract

Cryptanalysis is very important step for auditing and checking strength of any cryptosystem. Some of these cryptosystem ensures confidentiality and security of large information exchange from source to destination using symmetric key cryptography. The cryptanalyst investigates the strength and identifies the weakness of the key as well as enciphering algorithm. With the increase in key size, the time and effort required predicting the correct key increases. So, the Trend of increasing key size from 1 Byte to 8 Bytes to strengthen the cryptosystem and hence algorithm continues with compromise on the cost of time and computation.

Automatic Variable Key (AVK) based symmetric key cryptosystem is an alternative to this style by fixing up key size and adding security level direction. Whenever any new cryptographic method is invented to replace existing vulnerable cryptographic method, it’s deep analysis from all perspectives (Hacker / Cryptanalyst as well as User) is desirable and proper study and evaluation of its performance is must. New cryptic techniques may exploit benefits of advances in computational methods like ANN, GA, SI etc. These techniques for cryptanalysis are
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changing drastically to reduce cryptographic complexity. In this paper a detailed survey and direction of development work has been conducted. The work compares these new methods with state of art approaches and presents future scope and directions from the cryptic mining perspectives.
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